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"Frequently Asked Questions" 

The following questions are answered below: 

1. Why are we talking about new construction and fixing up our building when there is 
so much need in the world? 

2. Why should I support new construction if my family no longer uses the ministry being 
expanded? (For instance, why should I pay for a children's area if my kids are already 
beyond that age?)  

3. Does it even make sense to build on our existing property? We've got that big, steep 
bank in the back; it there enough buildable space here? 

4. Are we just trying to be another "mega-church?" 

5. What do we believe are indicators of good health within a congregation? 

6. Why are we wasting our time doing "visioning?" I want us focused on ministry! 

7. Why do we have to be more focused as we become a larger congregation? Don't we 
have more resources available for the many ministries? 

8. I thought we did some visioning a few years ago? How is this vision different? 

9. You keep confusing me; first I hear about a "master plan," now it is a "vision plan!" 
Can't you make up your minds? 

10. Why do we need to develop a master plan? 

11. Does the prioritized Master Plan indicate our view of the relative values of our 
different ministries? 

12. What impact might future church building teams have on the master plan? 

13. You keep saying the drawings and sketches we're presented with are "conceptual." 
Why? 

14. How much of the prioritized list of Master Plan components will be done at one time? 

15. Who approves a building project going forward?  

16. Since overcrowding is preferable to having excess facility capabilities, why don't we 
just stay like we are? 

17. I'm confused with all the issues surrounding sanctuary expansion. Please explain. 

18. What type of new sanctuary space are you envisioning? 

19. If we accept the decision to build a new sanctuary, what would we do with the 
existing space?  

20. Tell me more about the concept of "community space." What is that? 

21. What about the Multi-Site, Multi-Venue, Multi-Worship strategic objective? Doesn't 
this activity address our overcrowding problems? 

22. How are we going to finance the vision? 

23. I thought we committed to not taking on additional debt before our existing debt 
was paid off. What about this? 
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24. The drawings presented previously (the Foxhollow Goodson drawings) showed the 
construction of a new administrative facility; what has happened to this? 

25. Why are we not remodeling the "Martin house" to solve some of our problems? 

26. Why don't we just extend the times between services; won't this alleviate the 
overcrowding in the gathering area? 

27. Since a case could be made that the 9:40 service is the cause of the worship 
overcrowding (8:20 and 11:00 "fit" the facilities), why not just move that service 
from the Sanctuary to somewhere else? 

28. I'm already having difficulty walking from my parking space to the building; if we 
build something in the asphalt parking lot next to the existing Sanctuary, won't that 
make parking even more difficult? 

29. I hear we are going to get a modular Sunday school classroom; what is the story? Who 
will utilize it? 

30. Why can't we do something soon about parking? 

31. We say nothing has been decided with respect to the "Jerusalem" component of the Love 1.8 
vision, but the clear deliverable of that vision component is a building project to correct 
campus design issues and community space constrictions. It sounds like we are just playing 
with words and decisions have already been made. What gives? 

32. What have we done in the recent past? Can you be a little more specific? 

 

Questions with Answers 

1. “Why are we talking about new construction and fixing up our building when there is so 
much need in the world?”  

(Chuck Wilson's reply)  

If we weren’t already delivering ministry in the world, I’d ask the same question. But 
just last summer we sent Mission Teams to Peru, Nicaragua and Belize. And we plan to 
send teams this summer to Red Bird and various other places as part of our ongoing 
ministry.  

As we build a Habitat house, you can be proud of the fact that we are building homes, 
schools and churches in our region and around the world.  

So, when we look at our own facilities and ask if we have a responsibility here, it is 
not a selfish question. It is simply a question of good stewardship. How should we care 
for the facilities we have inherited from a previous generation? What should we do to 
provide for the next generation? What is God calling us to do with what we have 
today? 

If you hadn’t guessed, I am 100% behind our Vision Team’s plan for building and vision 
and I hope every member of this congregation will be, too. I hope every member will 
seize this opportunity to do something significant for the present and the future. I 
hope every member will see this as an opportunity to build at home and around the 
world. Just as this congregation took on the challenge of building 10 years ago, I 
believe we will do it again in the building of new space.  
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If we weren’t already doing it around the world, I would question our values in 
investing in our own facilities. But since we are doing it around the world, let’s do it 
here! 

Ours is a remarkable story about a great congregation who knows that our ministry is 
both here and around the world. 

Woody Adams' contribution: 

And if we get stuck in Jerusalem, we won't travel to Judea or Samaria or to the ends 
of the earth.....BUT if we don't care for Jerusalem, and grow our people, and provide 
adequate places for worship and study and fellowship.....we will just shrink up and 
Judea and Samaria and the ends of the earth will suffer greatly. 

2. Why should I support new construction if my family no longer uses the ministry being 
expanded? (For instance, why should I pay for a children's area if my kids are already 
beyond that age?)  

We would hope that all congregants equally accept our servant's focus of "reaching 
people for becoming fully devoted followers of Jesus Christ." The people being 
reached may be children of congregants, local people in need (Celebrate Recovery, 
Open Door, the unchurched around us, the prison ministry), those ministered to via 
our apportionments payments, or those impacted by the missionaries we support 
around the world. 

3. Does it even make sense to build on our existing property? We've got that big, steep bank 
in the back; it there enough buildable space here? 

As feedback from our work with Foxhollow-Goodson architects, we were told that our 
property is adequate for our expansion needs for a 15 to 20 year time period, and 
they developed a set of conceptual drawings that indicated one option for all our 
needs to be positioned on our site. 

Our campus is currently 19.5 acres in size, with 5.5 acres of that total on the south 
side of Old Clyde Hwy (the graveled parking lot plus the undeveloped wedge east of 
the parking area). The steep bank may be 6 of the 14 church-side-of-the-road acres 
on our northern-most property line.  

4. Are we just trying to be another "mega-church?" 

No. The size of Long's Chapel is not the issue at all. The issue is our vision to reach 
the lost and bring toward maturity the forgiven. The significance of fulfilling the great 
commission (Matthew 28:18-20) is too important than for us to do anything other than 
our best. 

5. What do we believe are indicators of good health within a congregation? 

From the 2009 "TAG" consulting work in we were given five key indicators of church 
health: 

1. How church members relate to each other. Unhealthy churches are a collection of 
people acting individually, while healthy churches relate as a community. 

2. The church's "genetic code." Unhealthy churches lack a clear identity, while 
healthy churches have a clear sense of their DNA and take steps to align their 
ministries and culture with their code. 
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3. The church's leadership. Unhealthy churches tend to be overly autocratic or 
bureaucratic, while healthy churches view leadership as a shared function and as a 
ministry. 

4. How the church relates to the local community. Unhealthy churches disengage 
from the world around them, while healthy churches are focused on their mission 
and have an outward orientation that starts with their own locale. 

5. How church members think about the future. Unhealthy churches resist change 
and fear or deny the future, while healthy churches embrace change, even when it 
is painful. 

6. Why are we wasting our time doing "visioning?" I want us focused on ministry! 

Every now and then we hear phrases like ‘long-range planning’, ‘visioning’, ‘strategic 
planning’, and we think ‘That stuff is great for churches with lots of staff but we are 
neck deep and treading water just keeping up with the day to day.’ 

We have learned that thoughtful planning - visioning – helps us in the areas where we 
are most burdened – time management, priorities, responsibilities, leadership 
challenges.  Having a strategic plan may well be the most crucial step in maximizing 
the effectiveness of our ministry. 

And the process never ends.  Visioning is an often-renewable exchange of information, 
ideas, dreams, hopes and vision that will keep our church sharp, passionate, and 
focused. 

Our visioning process, if successful, will deliver a strategic focus that allows us to 
prioritize and align all ministries.     

7. Why do we have to be more focused as we become a larger congregation? Don't we have 
more resources available for the many ministries? 

Church ministry is intense and time-consuming, both for pastors and lay leaders.  It 
often takes everything we have just to keep up with routine expectations – preaching, 
visiting, counseling, leading volunteers, and taking responsibility for ministry and 
programs.  

We can easily get bogged down in delivering these routine expectations. In addition 
we can get sidetracked by the urgent – the "firefighting of the day" – and fail to do the 
important – the activities that bring unbelievers to Christ and bring to greater 
maturity those already within the family of Christ.  

Having a plan and then working the plan minimizes the chances of getting off track. 

8. I thought we did some visioning a few years ago? How is this vision different? 

In early 2007 we hired a Knoxville TN planning architect – Foxhollow Goodson – to 
assist our Long Range Planning Team (LRPT) in developing a master plan for our site. 
The work accomplished included first obtaining input from the LRPT members; then 
surveying ministry leaders concerning their specific hopes, dreams, and visions; and 
lastly consolidating all this input.  

Following that work, Foxhollow Goodson analyzed the data for overall compatibility (a 
specific ministry's growth is limited by capabilities of other ministries), and presented 
the roll-up into an overall LCUMC growth possibility. Foxhollow Goodson then 
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generated conceptual plans that presented one way to build the site to address the 
expanded ministry. 

We have since learned that master plan studies and visioning development are 
different processes (not two names for the same process). This "learning" led us 
toward a process of first working to clearly define our vision, then determining the 
tools (ministries as well as construction projects) necessary to deliver that vision, 
then determining  whether our site can support that vision long term (via the site 
master plan). 

9. You keep confusing me; first I hear about a "master plan," now it is a "vision plan!" Can't 
you make up your minds? 

Sorry for the confusion; we've been learning as we go.  

We've found that a "vision plan" and a "master plan" are not the same things; however 
we need both.  

Our vision plan documents the "next steps" we currently anticipate taking as we move 
toward our overall vision. Specifically, since our overall desire is to present Christ to 
all, what next activities seem to be logical specifically for Long's Chapel? What is the 
sequence of efforts? These are the things found in the overall vision plan, and this 
plan will specifically include both ministries and facilities needs. 

Why do visioning? 

• So that our work in the present is part of a bigger picture. 

• So that both staff and volunteer leaders are united around a clear purpose and 
direction. 

• So that the church will know what it wants to be when it grows up and has a 
clear understanding of what it will take to get there. 

• So that our church will have the energy that comes from unity in mission, 
vision, values, and strategy. 

• So that we will have a measure of what NOT to do and so that we will have an 
agreed upon standard when there are disputes about the nature and focus of 
our church’s ministry. 

The master plan is a study of the overall capability and best use of our campus; it 
addresses use and repurposing of existing facilities and it (hopefully) keeps us from 
locating new buildings in the wrong place. It also addresses the sequencing of these 
activities. (This is especially important for those congregations that are required, due 
to funding limitations, to construct expansion needs in affordable phases.) 

Therefore, a useful master plan should (1) define future ministry tools (in this case 
building space) needed to deliver the congregation's ministry vision and (2) indicate 
the locations of expected future construction so that, once the build-out is complete, 
the logic of the overall effort is clear. 

Winston Churchill is attributed with saying,  

"We shape our buildings, afterwards they shape us."  
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If we accept this statement as true, then our responsibility is to understand this risk 
and therefore clearly link any facilities change plan with our vision – who we are and 
where we're going.  

The clear link between these two plans is this: the master plan is subservient to and 
logically ties to the vision plan. Any master plan project must be viewed merely as 
the logical tools that allow us to fulfill our vision.  

It is important to realize that both the vision and the master plan are living 
documents; both are owned by the Church Council and are revisited or revised as 
required by Council. (Likely the specific revision work will be done within the Vision 
Team but with the approval of Council.) 

10. Why do we need to develop a master plan? 

Studies since 2006 have shown a general overcrowding within our facilities: worship 
space, hallways, parking, Sunday school classrooms, administrative space, fellowship 
space, kitchen facilities, weekly Child Enrichment Center space, youth facilities, etc. 

Certain "fixes" that could be implemented short of a large capital project have been 
corrected. Examples: the youth "Underground" was constructed from what were some 
1940's era classrooms, the 1930's constructed sanctuary was repurposed from a 
student life center into the "Venue" (a worship overflow area),the kitchen was 
significantly modernized, additional parking spaces were added "across the street," 
heating/air conditioning improvements have been made, the Fellowship hall was 
remodeled, etc.  

A large modular classroom will soon be added to the campus to address 9:45 Sunday 
school overcrowding and large conference room issues. 

We need to manage what goes where and when; the master plan is the way we 
document our plans. 

11. Does the prioritized master plan indicate our view of the relative values of our 
different ministries? 

In a word: no. Our prioritization effort does not value one ministry versus another; 
instead its focus is on addressing ministries and overall roadblocks among them. This 
is why some site facility upgrades (like roadwork) are delivered sooner than some 
ministry upgrade components. 

Here is an example of balancing ministries with corresponding roadblock clearing: 
Other churches might rightly give priority to their children's ministry. If LCUMC were 
to follow this without understanding the issues specific to us (like existing worship 
overcrowding), an expanded children's ministry might not be utilized if there were no 
worship seating available for the adults delivering the children. 

12. What impact might future church building teams have on the master plan? 

As a project moves from planning to design to construction, additional specific 
information is developed. Changes (from the conceptual sketches) are expected based 
on this additional information.  

In addition, the inclusion of the right architect for a project adds building experience 
that will result in an improved master plan.  
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All these changes will be recognized as value-added improvements. 

13. You keep saying the drawings and sketches we're presented with are "conceptual." Why? 

There are stages one goes through for any construction project. First steps include 
preliminary work that conveys "hopes" for the project. Our sketches present just that, 
our hopes and dreams, but they are merely communications tools for sharing and 
clarifying our thoughts.  

If LCUMC collectively decides to move forward with any large construction project, 
our UMC process requires that we first elect a "building committee." A critical early 
component of that team's work is to find and contract with the right design and 
construction professionals – architects, engineers, and contractors. These individuals, 
through the skill-sets they bring, will convert our wishes into specifics that will be 
improvements to our conceptual thoughts. The design and build drawings come from 
this source. 

14. How much of the prioritized list of master plan components will be done at one time? 

Based on information received from the Foxhollow-Goodson planning architect in 2007 
concerning their plan, total construction needs may cost in excess of $10,000,000 –- 
which is more debt than our congregation can support at one time. Therefore we 
anticipate that a phased construction approach will be utilized, and the items 
supported in the first construction phase will be those items from the top of the 
master plan list that fit within a yet-to-be-determined spending limit.  

So, which specific building components are included in the first phase? The short 
answer is, "we don't yet know." The reason for this is our allocation of team 
responsibilities: the Vision Team is charged with developing and obtaining approval of 
a vision plan and a master plan that delivers the vision; a Building Study Team 
independently proposes a reasonable project cost based on LCUMC history and 
demographics; and a Building Committee takes the above information, hires an 
architect and completes the work that fits into the phased plan.  

15. Who approves a building project going forward?  

The process for dealing with significant new church construction is defined in the 
current version of The Book of Discipline (the rules and procedures for the United 
Methodist Church).  

Two LCUMC committees, the 2007-2009 Long Range Building Committee and the 
Vision Team (since 2010) have been given the responsibility for developing the vision 
and master plans as presented. (The Church Council will approve these plans.)  

Final approval, however, is made by the full congregation. (Although this meeting 
requires merely a counted, majority vote, experience shows that a large super 
majority is necessary for large capital construction projects to be successful.)  

16. Since overcrowding is preferable to having excess facility capabilities, why don't we just 
stay like we are? 

Psychologists have determined that people will accept overcrowding for varying 
periods of time depending on individual commitment but, over time, many will stop 
attending due to the stresses associated with overcrowding. This is known as 
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"sociological strangulation" and is considered applicable anytime facility usage is 
above 80% of capacity.  

Definitively stating Long's Chapel's worship capacity is challenging due to our 
utilization of bench pews; various capacities may be calculated depending on 
the seat width used. If we say each per-person space is 18 inches, we have 
higher calculated capacities than if we use the more standard individual 
seating width of 22 inches. As we compress the allowable seat width, however, 
we exacerbate our sociological strangulation sensitivity. 

The 8:20 and 11:00 worship services don't routinely fall into a capacity considered 
over-full, but 9:40 worship may exceed the 80% of capacity level as frequently as 
three quarters of our Sundays.  

In addition, parking, gathering space, fellowship space, some Sunday school classes, 
etc, is also overcrowded. Church Council voted in 2006 that LCUMC can't "reach 
people" if they don't have a place to sit, so this situation is unacceptable. 

17. I'm confused with all the issues surrounding sanctuary expansion. Please explain. 

Because of our "sociological strangulation" situation in the Sanctuary (see question 16) 
and our belief that worship is the initial attractor of the majority of our new 
congregants, some expansion is needed. 

In responding to the need for expanding Sanctuary capacity, we have identified two 
potential options: (1) expand our existing space, or (2) replace our existing space. 

With respect to the first option, we believe we can remove the back glass wall, 
expand seating into the existing "gathering area," and add somewhere between 70 and 
100 seats. However, since we use the overhead screen in all our services, about half 
of these new seats would be sub-prime; the new seats toward the back of the 
expanded space are hindered from seeing the top of the screen due to the obstruction 
caused by the bottom of the balcony. (These limited sight lines can be mitigated with 
remotely located screens, but the seats would never be choice locations.) 

An even more difficult second issue with option (1) is the impossibility of any 
reasonable further expansion of this space beyond these 70 to 100 seats. Considering 
even moderate future growth, we could quickly find ourselves at full capacity but now 
without expandability options. 

Therefore the Vision Team supports initially choosing option (2). 

18. What type of new sanctuary space are you envisioning? 

The "feel" of our current Sanctuary is greatly (almost universally) appreciated, and we 
desire not to lose this. While constructing a larger capacity space, we would hope to 
retain our good visual sight lines, our minimal distances between the preacher, 
musicians and participants, the warmth presented via wood surfaces, etc.  

Improvements (other than capacity) would hopefully include increased hallway/aisle 
way widths, more chancel space, room for additional worship capabilities (hand-bells, 
etc.), and audio/video/lighting capabilities improvements. In addition we would hope 
to construct a 50-person sound-managed area where parents with children or those 
desiring more casual seating may go (a replacement for Venue worship).  
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A critical improvement would be to design the space for capacity expandability; we 
want the initial plan be designed such that a 200-seat expansion could be done with 
minimal upset to the primary facility. (This might be done through removal of a non-
load-bearing perimeter wall and reserving the planned expansion space or the easy 
addition of balcony space or the like.) 

19. If we accept the decision to build a new Sanctuary, what would we do with the existing 
space?  

The square footage of the current worship space (with the glass wall removed and the 
current balcony being converted into an eleven foot wide overflow space) is 6,100 SF 
and its ceiling height is 20-33 feet. (This converted space is 2.5 times the size of our 
existing 2,425 SF fellowship hall.) This space could be repurposed into one of the 
nicest fellowship spaces in Haywood County! 

Imagine an improved campus design where our Sanctuary and Fellowship Space are 
front and center, and gathering space – "community space" – connect the two.  

20. Tell me more about the concept of "community space." What is that? 

We are using this term to identify that common space where, in addition to delivering 
hallway access, one can sit or stand with friends and catch up, or meet and talk with 
acquaintances in the process of building new friendships, all without being in the way 
of people passing by, or having to worry about talking so softly as to not bother 
adjacent space activities.  

Our existing common spaces, instead of giving this feeling of comfort, deliver a 
message that, wherever we are, we are always in someone else's way. 

One component of our vision states: 

"We reach people through commitment to being a life transforming fellowship 
where God's grace brings unbelievers to faith, grows believers into servants, 
and deploys servants who transform the world." 

Through our Vision Team study, we've determined that our confusing access ways (in 
and out and around and through the building as primary walkways) and our very 
congested community spaces (gathering area, narrow hallways, coffee ministry space, 
etc.) very negatively impact our ability to either "bring unbelievers to faith or grow 
believers into servants."  

With respect to "bringing unbelievers to faith," we have heard testimonials of guests 
who accepted having to walk from remote parking spaces and appreciated our 
worship experience but couldn't take the "crush" of getting into/out of the space. The 
congestion-caused lack of desired personal space was even referred to as presenting a 
feeling of being "unsafe."  

With respect to "growing believers into servants," we believe this happens through 
relationships; we hopefully progress from mere faces in the crowd to named 
acquaintances to trusted acquaintances to friends. As we get comfortable with those 
around us, we become more apt to try small group experiences, and our faith grows in 
these situations. Our congestion tends to hurry many congregants to the comfort of 
their cars, and many times relationships are the casualty. 
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We feel access ways sized for gathering and visiting are a critical component toward 
delivering our vision. We've previously talked about the wonder of having worship and 
fellowship space front and center on our campus; the connector of community space 
to both tie these together and improve existing facility access is our expectation. 

21. What about the Multi-Site, Multi-Venue, Multi-Worship strategic objective? Doesn't this 
activity address our overcrowding problems? 

The significant work toward this strategic objective has returned a focus toward new 
faith communities (i.e., an outreach ministry); therefore it does not address 
overcrowding on our current campus. 

22. How are we going to finance the vision? 

Our expectation is to finance any large construction project by a combination of up-
front fundraising (in the form of a 3-year pledge drive) and obtaining a mortgage loan.  

23. I thought we were not going to take on additional debt before our existing debt was 
paid off. What about this? 

One clear input from previous focus group discussions was that LCUMC desires to pay 
off our existing debt (currently estimated to total about $105,000 all inclusive at the 
end of 2011) before committing to additional large* debt, and this continues to be our 
plan. 

* We have not understood this "large capital" debt issue to mean that smaller 
projects –- like the approximately $60,000 modular classroom installation 
project currently under construction -- would be held up.  

In addition, if the purchase of property adjacent to our campus came available, 
we will act on that "once in a lifetime" issue in a timely fashion as well. 

The Bell Tower reconstruction project is being planned for "whenever funds are 
available" because people have contributed directly to this effort and funds are being 
held specifically for that purpose.  

24. The drawings presented previously showed the construction of a new administrative 
facility; what has happened to this? 

The Foxhollow-Goodson architectural sketches did show this admin building as an 
initial construction need -- because the existing office building fell within the 
footprint of a proposed new multi-purpose building.  

The multi-thousand dollar cost, however (maybe $800,000 plus costs for furnishings), 
was not considered "best use" of our first construction monies by the Vision Team. A 
backup proposal is therefore being presented –- the relocation of the existing office 
building to a new foundation maybe north and east of the existing location. This 
moves the building out of a new construction footprint, but at a significantly cheaper 
cost than the first proposal. 

25. Why are we not remodeling the "Martin house" to solve some of our problems? 

Our Trustees determined rehabilitation of this building (located diagonally behind the 
Fellowship Hall) to not be financially practical (the "bones" of the existing house are 
inadequate). Therefore this building will be used only as-is for the present time or demolished 
when the 1-acre land is better used for other purposes. 
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26. Why don't we just extend the times between services; won't this alleviate the 
overcrowding in the gathering area? 

This very thought was investigated by the Immediate Needs Task Force (INTF) in 2006, 
and their analysis is as follows: 

Assuming each service has an average duration of one hour, we currently have 20 
minutes transition time allocated between the 8:20, 9:40, and 11:00 services. The 
INTF discussed the option of rescheduling worship service start times to spread out 
events and therefore hopefully alleviate the overcrowding in the gathering area.  

Discussions were held concerning both how much earlier we could start the 8:20 
service without making it so early that attendance would drop off and how much 
later we could start the 11:00 service without negatively impacting that 
attendance.  

The team quickly understood that any expansion of time between services 
negatively impacts the 8:20 and 9:40 musicians (who already arrive earlier than 
the first service and also attend the second service), but then also recognized that 
Sunday school and nursery teachers and their classes would be negatively 
impacted in that they would have kids arriving over longer periods of time even 
though the formal class time remains the same. A smaller but still real concern 
was voiced for individuals who have traditionally met others for lunch following 
the end of 11:00 worship and the negative impact of extending worship stop times 
for these folks.  

All these problems could be overcome with individuals accepting negative changes 
for the good of the church, but certain identified problems were still not being 
addressed – seating for folks that desire it between services, the overcapacity of 
the 9:40 service, etc.  

It was also recognized that, ideally, longer wait times between services is a 
scheduling design negative instead of a positive. (At some given point, folks decide 
that the wait between events is too long and the second event is abandoned.)  

So, changing the schedule adds additional complexities but still does doing nothing 
to alleviate the excessive attendance at the 9:40 service. 

An additional, later possibility, was to move the 8:20 service to a later start time so 
as to hopefully move some of the 9:40 attendees to a now more acceptable time. 
Impact on the overall schedule with this action has not been fully analyzed to date. 

27. Since a case could be made that the 9:40 service is the cause of the worship 
overcrowding (8:20 and 11:00 "fit" the facilities), why not just move that service from the 
Sanctuary to somewhere else? 

Other than issues like those addressed in the above question, this might also work. 
One less obvious negative could be a reduced feeling of unity among the attendees of 
the three services. The largest issue, however, is there is currently no obvious place 
to go. 

28. I'm already having difficulty walking from my parking space to the building; if we build 
something in the asphalt parking lot next to the existing Sanctuary, won't that make 
parking even more difficult? 
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It certainly doesn't have to be the case; in fact, this question addresses one of the 
"problems" with our current facilities – the access doors to our Sanctuary are not "user 
friendly" with respect to parking. If a new design incorporated entrance doors closer 
to the primary parking area we might actually improve the current challenge. And we 
certainly need covered arrival/departure hoods at present. 

29. I hear we are going to get a modular Sunday school classroom; what is the story? Who 
will utilize it? 

Yes, the Trustees ordered the new building in mid August, it should be here within 
two months, and ready for use soon after that. (One of the blessings from the 
unrestricted gift we received from the Wannamaker estate is the opportunity to 
quickly purchase this needed space instead of having to wait for it to be incorporated 
as a component of a major capital project.) 

The purchased building is approximately 28' by 36' in size (984 SF). It includes one 
unisex bathroom and a coffee bar space. (To better understand this facility's size, the 
"garage" meeting space in the office is 415 SF, and the seating area part of the Venue 
is 1805 SF.) 

How will we use this new space? We are not totally sure at present, but it will 
immediately help reduce our adult Sunday school overcrowding. The 9:40 Koinonia 
class is slated to use the space; 8:30 and 11:00 classes will also move to this new 
location. There is more positive Sunday school impact than to just these few classes 
however, our moving larger classes to the new space allows a "daisy chain" of 
additional space improvements. Medium sized classes may now relocate to better 
fitting spaces as well. 

In addition, this facility will serve as conference room space. It will likely become the 
new meeting location for the Church Council and other larger groups. 

The building is planned to be located on the back of the property (the north side) just 
to the right of the larger parking area (the one often utilized by those meeting in the 
Dugan room).  

30. Why can't we do something soon about parking? 

The Trustees do have another parking project ready for semi-immediate roll-out. The 
Martin property (the purchase the church made diagonally behind the kitchen) is two-
tiered, with the lower section closer to the church. This lower area will soon become 
another graveled parking lot, and one design indicates it is large enough for as many 
as 32 additional parking spaces. Since we currently have around 240 parking spaces on 
the church side of the Old Clyde Hwy, this new lot is a sizeable addition.  

31. We say nothing has been decided with respect to the "Jerusalem" component of the Love 1.8 
vision, but the clear deliverable of that vision component is a building project to correct campus 
design issues and community space constrictions. It sounds like we are just playing with words and 
decisions have already been made. What gives? 

Sorry this is a long answer, but I think backup details need to be understood to see the 
accuracy in our statement that "nothing has been decided." 

Since we first acknowledged campus overcrowding issues in 2006, the presented corrective 
action (first by the 2006 "Immediate Needs Task Force," then the 2007-2009 "Long Range 
Planning Team," and finally the ongoing-since-2010 "Vision Team") has been some sort of 
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facilities expansion. The particulars of the suggested "fix" have matured over time, but the 
overall solution has always been the same, and we are actively working toward a building 
project. The real question with this is, "what is our status for the project?" 

Confusion likely exists because of the interaction between, one the one hand, our 
presentation and requested acceptance of the Love 1.8 vision, and, on the other hand, an 
implementation of the United Methodist Church building approval process as described in the 
Book of Discipline.  

In my view, congregational acceptance of the vision, as it deals specifically with the 
"Jerusalem" component, merely says the congregation is willing to proceed further with the 
UMC building approval process. 

Some detailed understanding of the UMC process is required to see my viewpoint, so here 
goes: 

Seven (7) formal approval steps are required per the Discipline, and many of these are not 
confined to congregational approval but instead require Western North Carolina Conference 
approvals. (And I will speak to the issue of "formal" approval steps in a moment.)  

• Through our five years of Long's Chapel work, we have recently received three of the 
seven formal approvals but, as you will see, these are all accurately understood as 
merely "preliminary" approvals.  

To move forward with church ministry, our Vision Team consolidated previous team 
work and formalized the vision being presented at present. The team then proposed to 
Church Council that they call a Charge Conference for the purpose of moving on with 
the "Jerusalem" component of the vision – the building component. The Church Council 
carefully studied this proposal (they even held a specially called meeting to further 
discuss the issues) and decided to take the next step.  

Before a Building Committee election could be held, however, two approvals had to 
first be received: (1) written approvals by the pastor and District Superintendent; and 
(2) an initial approval by the Waynesville District's District Board of Church Location 
and Building. These two approval requests were favorably responded to in May, 2011. 

As all are aware, a Charge Conference was held in June, the project was authorized, 
and our Building Committee was elected. (This is the third approval step within the 
UMC process.)  

A reasonable question may be asked, "What exactly was authorized?" I think an accurate 
answer is "a concept." In my mind the approvals indicate that there was acceptance of our 
situation (we have a need) and that construction is a reasonable solution to that need.  

Is this all we've approved? The short (and accurate) response is, "Yes." 

This is where the newly formed Building Committee comes in. Per the Discipline, it is the 
responsibility of this group to: 

estimate the building facilities needed to "house the church's program of worship, 
education, and fellowship"; to develop preliminary architectural plans; to secure an 
estimate of the cost of the proposed construction; and to develop a financial plan for 
defraying the total cost, including an estimate of the amount the membership can 
contribute in cash and pledges and the amount the local church can borrow if 
necessary. 

Since the Building Committee has only recently formed, this group is currently working to 
understand the quality preliminary proposals that were generated by various precursor teams, 
and ministry and area demographics these earlier teams gathered. But the committee has yet 
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to request any funding for its work, it has yet to even determine the process to utilize for 
interviewing potential architects. Therefore it is totally accurate to say that none of the 
Building Committee's work has been decided upon. In fact, during this fact-finding stage of 
the committee's work, the largest decision the committee has made to date is to meet twice 
monthly! 

A reasonable next question, "Who reviews, who decides?"  

Formally (again per the Discipline) the approval process calls for a second review by the 
District Board of Church Location and Building (approval 4), a Long's Chapel Church 
Conference* (approval 5), a Long's Chapel Charge Conference of detailed information 
(approval 6), and a third approval by the District Board of Church Location and Building 
(approval 7).  

* A Church Conference is a meeting where all the membership of the congregation are 
invited and have both voice and vote.  
(A Charge Conference, on the other hand, is a formal meeting called by the District 
Superintendent, of the local church leadership. All congregational members have 
voice but only the currently elected leadership have a vote.) 

Only after all these approval steps may a project break ground, and the project will be halted 
at any point if approval is not received.  

Informally, however, the process is more involved. In addition to the above required steps, 
additional efforts must be taken to bring along the whole congregation in the process. Two 
understandings must be clear: 

1. Although certain organizations can successfully move forward with, say, 51 to 49 
votes, Long's Chapel can not. For major moves of the church, super majorities must 
exist for success to occur.  

Does this infer that the Holy Spirit needs our super majority help? No, but it does 
recognize that the Holy Spirit will be saying the same thing to all of us that will listen, 
and if we are desirous to follow our Lord, we will all hear much the same thing.  

So, what exactly is a "super majority" – 70% (and 69% doesn't make it)? 75%? My  
answer – I can't give a number, but I believe we will know at the time. 

It is important to say, however, that I don't expect a unanimous vote; just because we 
attend the same worship service doesn't mean we are at the same point in our 
personal Christian walks. Sometimes we listen, sometimes we don't. And sometimes 
we prefer a different route to the same end point. The important issue is whether we 
will agree to support the consensus decision of our church. 

2. We will collectively be required to fund the project. This will take all of us.  

Understanding the above two points, major communication will be required; major 
presentations with requested feedback will be necessary, etc. I believe the Long's Chapel 
congregation will accept or modify the work of the Building Committee as the process goes 
forward and this group is the collective primary approval process component.  

In summary, understanding the two processes we are in, it is correct to state that we have 
both an expectation and a desire to solve our campus design issues and community space 
constrictions through new construction, but that nothing (i.e., the work of the Building 
Committee) has been decided as yet. 

32. What have we done in the recent past? Can you be a more specific? 

Following is a timeline-formatted chart of activities undertaken to address our recent 
growth issues: 
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November, 2001 
Current Sanctuary was opened  
($1,700,000 main campus mortgage and $200,000 
parsonage mortgage) 

 

2002 
Old sanctuary space repurposed as a Student Life 
Center (SLC) 

 

June, 2004 5.5 acre “Fultz property” purchased $235,000 

Spring of 2006 
Recognized return of 9:40 worship overcrowding, 
parking challenges, etc. 

 

June, 2006 
Council approved installation of a computer control 
package for the 2001 HVAC system 

$41,000 

July, 2006 
“Immediate Needs Task Force” (INTF) formed by 
Council 

 

Fall, 2006 Graveled parking lot (on Fultz property) expanded $14,300 

November, 2006 
Charge Conference forms a "Long Range Planning 
Team" (LRPT) 

 

January, 2007 
Following a recommendation of LRPT, Council hired 
the Knoxville architect firm Foxhollow Goodson 
(FG) as a planning consultant  

$25,000 

February, 2007 Congregational meetings held for additional input  

Early 2007 
Heat pump added to Fellowship Hall due to failure 
of 1930's boiler system 

$10,000 

2007 
Room-by-room heat pumps added to 1960's era 
classrooms and Venue 

 

Spring of 2007 
Six classrooms under the SLC were remodeled into 
the single “Underground” youth center 

$35,000 

April, 2007 
SLC repurposed into the “Venue” by audio/video 
upgrades & furniture purchases to allow for worship 
overflow (approved 11/06) 

$44,000 

Spring of 2007 
Kitchen upgraded (equipment and capabilities) and 
expanded into Rm. 103 (per plan of August, 2006) 

$38,000 

March-July, 2007 

LRPT works with FG to develop a “Program 
Narrative” (possible campus needs for  
10-15 year timeframe based on reasonable growth 
of current ministries) 

 

May, 2007 1-acre “Martin property” purchased $138,500 

February, 2008 
Conceptual “Master Plan Development”  
drawings generated by FG 

 

February, 2008 
Rob Fuquay (Sr. Pastor here for over 13 years)  
re-assigned to Williamson's Chapel UMC 
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March-June, 2008 
4 focus groups gave feedback to conceptual "Master 
Plan Development" drawings 

 

April, 2008 Chuck Wilson assigned as LCUMC Sr. Pastor  

July, 2008 
Remodeled stairway behind Venue & downstairs 
hallway 

$33,300 

August, 2008 The Armstrong Group LLC (TAG) was hired $14,750 

January, 2009 
Church-wide "Transforming Church Index" (TCI) 
conducted 

 

February, 2009 Focus groups met to clarify survey results  

March-May, 2009 
3 retreats held to develop conclusions, strategic 
objectives 

 

August, 2009 Remodeled fellowship hall $78,400 

Fall, 2009 
5 Strategic Objectives (3-5 year timeframe) fleshed 
out 

 

November, 2009 
Charge Conference accepts Strategic Objectives, 
sunsets LRPT, forms Vision Team 

 

2010 
Newly formed Vision Team works to clarify Vision 
and Master Plan 

 

May, 2010 Remodeled 1960's hallway outside fellowship hall $37,100 

March, 2011 Vision Team completes the vision entitled Love 1.8  

April, 2011 (& 
thru November) 

Pastors begin presenting the Love 1.8 vision to the 
congregation 

 

September, 2011 
Trustees complete hallway outside fellowship hall 
remodel 

 

October, 2011 
Trustees install a modular classroom/large 
conference room to partially address adult Sunday 
school overcrowding 

$60,000 

  $804,350 

 

 


